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Abstract— In general, an overhead power transmission 

system is a collection of conductors that transports power 

from a generation station to a consumer. Because the 

conductors are left undisturbed, they are more susceptible to 

defects. These defects cause supply interruptions as well as 

power dissipation, which have a negative effect on 

transmission system efficiency. A convenient and accurate 

power transmission device Power system, Fault Tolerance, 

HVDC, Back propagation neural network.is capable of 

identifying and correcting such faults. The research proposal 

work used back propagation neural networks (BPNN) to 

build a plan for transmission line fault classification & 

detection. A comparison of different algorithms used in 

BPNN is included, with performance measures such as MSE, 

training time, as well as number of epochs taken into account. 

The MATLAB/ Simulink framework is used for simulation 

experiments. 

Keywords: Power System, Fault Tolerance, HVDC, Back 

Propagation Neural Network 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the world's population rises, so the consumption of power 

also increased. To meet this requirement, transmission 

systems should be expandable, extremely reliable, & less 

prone to failure. The two current systems for transferring 

power from the creation to the receiving end are underground 

and overhead transmission processes. Overhead power 

transmission line (OHPTL) processes are the most commonly 

used between current systems in developing economies such 

as India. Because connections in OHPTLs are released to the 

atmosphere, as well as the incidence of a fault in transmission 

lines is extremely unpredictable, they are more susceptible to 

faults. Fault detection, classification, as well as modification 

should be quick and effective enough to increase the 

efficiency as well as consistency of OHPTLs. The 

characterization of faults provides information on the type of 

fault as well as the stages that are faulty. Discovering the 

accurate location of the fault aids in faster power 

reconstruction [1]. A great deal of work has been documented 

in different research papers on transmission line identification 

as well as correction strategies [2]. Many faults classification 

and recognition methodologies have been proposed, 

including ANN, SVM, numerical methods, genetic 

approaches, fuzzy based expert systems, ANFIS, as well as 

others [2-3]. 

 Fault classification using ANN is well recognised 

because ANN recognizes numerous transmission system 

variables as input data, such as fault inception angle, fault 

resistance [4], six phase current & voltage, as well as single 

end data as well as travelling wave variables, among others. 

Numerous researchers have focused in using ANN for fault 

classification because it facilitates offline data for training 

& can categorize both symmetrical as well as unsymmetrical 

faults [3]. ANN could respond to various transmission line 

variables like length, voltage, power, and etc, it is cost 

effective. Numerous fault detection & correction methods 

depend on phasor measurement units (PMUs) as well as 

distance/MHO relays have also been revealed in [1,5]. This 

article describes a BPNN approach for fault identification and 

prediction that uses six phase voltages & currents as inputs as 

well as trains the network with various fault conditions, fault 

distances, & fault resistance values. 

 The format of this paper is as follows. Transmission 

Line Faults are discussed in Section II. Section III describes 

back propagation neural networks, Section IV analyses 

literature reviews, Section V presents the proposed 

methodology, Section VI displays the results, as well as 

Section VII gives the conclusion of article. 

II. TRANSMISSION LINE FAULTS 

A fault is an uncommon condition in an electrical way that 

enables the normal movement of electrical current to be 

disrupted. The following is a categorization of transmission 

line faults [1]. 

 Open Circuit Fault: Because the faults are in series with 

the line, they are also known as series faults. This failure 

happens because of the inability of one or many 

conductors & has an impact on the system's stability. 

 Short Circuit Faults: When conductors of various stages 

come into contact with others, or with a live line or any 

other circuit component, a huge current flow in one or 

more stages of the scheme. Short circuit defects, also 

recognized as shunt faults, are the most popular kind of 

fault. Short circuit defects are classified into two kinds: 

symmetrical faults as well as unsymmetrical faults. 

 Symmetrical/Balanced Faults: Symmetrical/Balanced 

defects occur when all three stages of a system short 

circuit at the same time. Fault currents are shifted 

through an angle of 120° throughout symmetrical fault 

conditions. The occurrence of these faults is only 2-3%. 

Though symmetrical defects are extremely rare when 

contrasted to other faults in the transmission system, the 

damage done by these faults is significant because all 

three stages are disrupted at the same moment. 

 Unsymmetrical Faults: It happen as a result of a step as 

well as current magnitude imbalance among every phase. 

These happen very frequently when contrasted to certain 

other transmission system defects. 

III. BACK PROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK (BPNN) 

BPNN was selected for fault detection & classification in this 

work because it is incredibly fast in training as well as 

produces reliable outcomes. According to the literature 

survey, it recognizes different types of data such as voltage, 

current, distance, impedance, and so on [6]. It is made up of 

three layers: the input layer, the hidden layer, as well as the 

output layer. These levels are linked together by links, which 
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have weights assigned to them. The link weights are updated 

during the training/learning phase. To train the model, BPNN 

algorithms use four process steps, which are [7]. 

 Initialization of the weight 

 Feed forward the data 

 Back propagation of errors  

 Updating weights and bias  

 This method prepares the system depend on the 

error rate collected in the previous iteration, with the purpose 

of eliminating the error to a minimum. Using the equation, 

the weighted input "z" was determined for all layers in the 

network using "x" as the input as well as "a" as the activation 

for the input layer. 

          (1) 

 In which “b” represents the bias & “l” represents the 

set of layers ranging from 1 to L. Following that, the output 

layer error (L) is determined & used to determine the back 

propagation error. 

                                  (2) 

The back propagation error obtained for the layers beginning 

from (L-1) to 1. 

  (3) 

The output - gradient of the cost function is measured from 

this using (4) w.r.t. weights as well as (5) w.r.t. bias. 

                                           (4) 

                                                   (5) 

BPNN has 3 distinct approaches, they are: 

 Levenberg-Marquardt approach (LM)  

 Bayesian Regularization approach (BR)  

 Scaled Conjugate Gradient approach (SCG) 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Sahu et al.  proposes a new approach to identifying fault in 

VSC-based MTDC transmission lines using the Fuzzy 

Inference Method (FIS). The fault is generated for testing the 

output of the suggested approach at various places of the 

transmission line. In MATLAB / Simulink, the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the FIS-based method for error detection is 

studied and tested. The introduced approach offers the 

advantage of 98.6% reach setting of relay and rapid fault 

detection [8].  

 Kong et al. proposes a novel traveling-wave safety 

strategy for the bipolar UHVDC sides. To formulate the most 

protection criterion, the discriminative characteristic among 

the internal and external fault, embodied in the backward 

traveling wave, is taken out. The faulty line is recognized by 

the polarity of the voltage fault component. In addition, only 

the single-pole voltage and current of rectifier side are needed 

for the suggested protection approach. The simulation and 

field data tests demonstrated that the proposed protection 

scheme can make a correct identification of the fault section 

and choice of the faulty line in the ± 800 kV UHVDC system 

and ±500 kV HVDC system. Besides, the 

proposed protection can accurately detect the grounding fault 

with fault resistance up to 500 Ω [9]. 

 Agarwal et al.  Backpropagation neural network was 

used as a classification task in this work to identify the fault 

and to locate the defective post. Three phases are planned – 

BNN-D for detection of faults, BNN-P for detection of fault 

pole and BNN-G for identification of field. The benefit of the 

suggested approach is that it not only identifies the fault in a 

VSC-HVDC transmission line but also recognizes the 

defective pin. Another benefit of the suggested approach is 

that it does not require any contact connection because it uses 

one end measurement and the range setting is up to 99.9 

percent of the line length. The suggested technique results 

have greater selectivity, efficiency, solidity and accuracy 

[10]. 

 Vinnakoiti et al.  proposes a five-level DCC based 

UPQC with ANN based controller and its performance is 

tested with nonlinear unbalanced loads and harmonic supply 

voltage. In addition, voltage related issues such as sag and 

swell are also considered. An ANN control method equipped 

with the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation method is 

used to effectively produce reference signals and also to 

maintain a high voltage of the dc connecting capacitor. 

Simulations are carried out using Transistor predictive 

monitoring and ANN control strategies in MATLAB / 

Simulink software with two-level UPQC and three-level and 

five-level diode clamped converter based UPQC. The 

findings with the new model provide superior outcomes and 

will be addressed in this article [11]. 

 Benish et al.  It is demonstrated in this research work 

that the wavelet transformation can accurately predict rapid 

changes in device signals that are suggestive of a fault. These 

studies concentrated on DC faults on the converter side at 

different distances all along edges, and AC faults. A model is 

applied in this examination that offers the trade-off 

among large input data size and reduced computational 

complexity of hidden neurons, without sacrificing the 

precision. The argument is confirmed by the findings for 

different fault conditions given by the inquiry and its resulting 

ANN performance which supports the basic fault detection 

and classification. Originally, the produced FIE with three 

input variables and seven output parameters achieves an 

average accuracy of 99.47 per cent. Following the 

development of a revised FIE with five inputs and seven 

output parameters, the VSC HVDC system correctly 

demonstrated 21 types of faults with 100 per cent accuracy 

[12]. 

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. Problem Statement 

HVDC plays a very important role in electricity production 

and power storage. In real-time applications HCDC stability 

is a really major issue. The most significant of these are power 

flow controllability, efficiency when transmitting bulk power 

over very long distances, lower infrastructure costs and a lack 
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of stability problems These difficulties are high these days 

because of the high loads and the reliability of the 

transmission lines which should have high system 

performance. Protection of this organization is of highest 

concern as any operation of the protective relay concerned 

would result in extended power flow interruption and related 

economic losses. So, the suggested method is able to obtain 

high fault detections so that the faults will be detected at early 

stages and the performance can be controlled to accomplish 

low economic losses. 

B. Methodology 

1) To study literature of HVDC Transmission lines for 

efficient power usage. 

2) Collect the specifications to be used in the proposed work 

3) Initialize the specifications and generate input on which 

the processing will be performed. 

4) Process the data and perform the faults scenario for 

HVDC Transmission lines. 

5) Perform back propagation neural network to reduce the 

faults and reduces the faults in an iterative process. 

6) Performance evaluation of the proposed approach. 

VI. RESULTS 

The electrical power is transferred from source to load via a 

large transmission and distribution network, because the 

conductors are opened, there is a high possibility of 

transmission & distribution line faults. Faults cause the 

electricity to be cut off, resulting in a loss of electricity 

produced as well as financial system. Rapid fault diagnosis 

improves system stability, effectiveness, as well as network 

monitoring. In this work, fault classification in a transmission 

line is accomplished using a Back Propagation Neural 

Network. The back propagation approach is used for the fault 

detector classifier. The transmission line is modelled using 

MATLAB. The magnitudes of voltages & currents are 

derived for classifier training and testing. The computation 

outcome indicates the effectiveness of the suggested method 

in a transmission line. 

 
Fig. 2: DC voltage line Vs Time 

 
Fig. 3: DC Current Line Versus Time 

 
Fig. 4: DC Voltage line 2 Versus Time 

 
Fig. 5: DC Current Line 1 Versus Time 

 
Fig. 6: Detector Output Vs Time 

 
Fig. 7: Detector Output using KNN at  0.4 s 

 The detector output by using KNN for fault in which 

Time set in 0.4 s and then  output detected is 0.403. 
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Fig. 8: Detector Output Using KNN at 0.5 s 

 The detector output by using KNN for fault in which 

Time set in 0.5 s and then output detected is 0.502. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

A fault tolerance in the power transmission line system as 

well as simulation through using MATLAB/ Simulink 

environment are described in this article. Simulated 

transmission system principles are utilized to prepare neural 

networks. For fault classification & detection, feed forward 

BPNN technique were used. The performance of three BPNN 

methodologies was evaluated, as well as the findings are 

summarized. This study examines the impact of DC faults on 

the system stability of a multi-machine power source 

comprised of two transmission line setups: HVDC as well as 

a combination HVACHVDC transmission line; the faults are 

discovered on the DC stations of the HVDC converter station. 

For this research to be carried out, two definitions can be 

found. The impact of a short-term converter DC fault on the 

dynamic response of a whole network was investigated in 

both instances. Furthermore, when the hybrid HVAC-HVDC 

transmission line was presented, the transformer DC fault had 

a lesser impact on the multi-Machine power system's 

transient stability. 
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